Thomson ONE Banker
The Breakthrough Investment Banking Solution

One solution. One framework.
Thomson ONE Banker is a revolutionary desktop solution that flexibly delivers the critical information and analysis tools investment banking professionals need—via one complete and intuitive interface. Whether you’re an information professional or investment banker, Thomson ONE Banker provides access to relevant real-time global market data, news, and authoritative content from industry-leading sources. Thomson ONE Banker streamlines the investment banking workflow and enables you to make well-informed decisions with confidence.

Comprehensive Content
Thomson ONE Banker offers you quick and easy access to quotes, earnings estimates, financial fundamentals, market moving news, transaction data, corporate filings, ownership profiles and research from industry-leading sources:
- Thomson I/B/E/S
- Thomson Extel™ Cards
- Thomson Worldscope
- Thomson SDC
- NewsEdge
- Thomson First Call®
- And many more...

Open Framework
Thomson ONE Banker’s open framework puts you in control of your workflow. View content sets from disparate databases side by side for over 60,000 domestic and global companies. You have the flexibility to integrate your own proprietary or other third party information. Simply select the content you’d like to view and designate how and where you want it to be displayed on your pages.

Flexible Access
Thomson ONE Banker can be accessed via two powerful and comprehensive desktop platforms—as a browser-based product, or a workstation solution that resides on your internal system. Based on your individual needs, Thomson ONE Banker makes it easy to create and navigate a personalized workstation that best suits your workflow and information needs.

Unsurpassed Functionality
Through an intuitive interface, Thomson ONE Banker allows you to:
- Customize the type of content you want to receive by choosing only data that is relevant to your workflow.
- Design your own layout for a personalized view of content and functional components.
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For support, inquiries, please contact:
800-622-7878 (or 646-822-3636)
ThomsonOneBankerSupportUS@thomson.com
www.thomson.com/financial

Unmatched Benefits

- **Low Cost Integration** – reducing overall market data costs by minimizing infrastructure overhead and leveraging existing contracts.
- **Simple Administration** – browser-based or dedicated TCP/IP Network—low cost infrastructure that enables cost-effective desktop deployment.
- **Optional poll data refresh and streaming delayed data delivery** – enables clients to actively watch price movement of the day on major transactions.
- **Receive only relevant information** through tailored pages for user workflow.
- **Desktop Delivery**—the first fully integrated product for the investment banking community.

Thomson ONE Banker offers comprehensive Analytics, Deals, Ownership and Research add-on Modules available by subscription. Based on your individual workflow needs, Thomson ONE Banker can be configured to deliver the most relevant content and advance functionality you require to help you work more efficiently.

- **Search across multiple databases** simultaneously to receive the most in-depth, comprehensive and up-to-date information available.
- **Easily create Public Information Books with Alacra Book.** One click from Thomson ONE Banker takes you to the Alacra Book user interface, with your target company, content preferences and project codes automatically transferred. Alacra Book then generates a PIB that can be printed, saved or e-mailed.
- **View streaming market data** allowing you to stay on top of market conditions.
- **Obtain single-point access to other Thomson applications** you subscribe to, where you can perform sophisticated analysis and create customized reports, models and templates using the Microsoft® Excel Add-in.
- **Build a portfolio of companies** and export the list to corresponding monitor windows enabling you to quickly access vital information on the companies you track.